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New technologies can often disrupt the balance between public and private interests in 

copyright law. For example, the Internet has facilitated the dissemination of artistic works 

by allowing users to mass distribute files within seconds. In response, the entertainment 

industry has turned to digital rights management (DRM) as one way of combating piracy. 

DRM is a technique that allows copyright owners to enforce their rights by controlling 

what users can do with their digital files, such as by restricting the platform on which the 

file can be accessed. In addition, the DRM scheme is protected by anti-circumvention laws, 

which prevent users from "breaking" the DRM. Although the main goal of DRMs is to 

prevent piracy, this technique can adversely impact other interests, such as privacy and fair 

use. This result is apparent in the e-book market, where it affects competition. More 

specifically, since each bookseller uses a different proprietary DRM scheme on their e-

books, compatible with a limited number of reading platforms, consumers face problems 

with interoperability. For example, a Kindle owner cannot buy books from Barnes & 

Noble, and a Nook owner cannot buy books from Apple. This lack of interoperability can 

increase barriers to entry, switching costs, and network effects. Consequently, consumers 

are often locked into an e-book ecosystem, which permits booksellers to act as gatekeepers 

of the e-book market. Moreover, this situation can undermine the potential of e-books to 

spread knowledge, promote literacy, and extend the reach of literature. Examining the 

effects of DRM in the e-book market, this paper will discuss the equilibrium between three 

different public policies: the protection of copyrighted works, the promotion of market 

competition and the fostering of a free and robust cultural environment. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

As with the printing press, by introducing new methods to copy and distribute 

artistic works, technological innovations often raise novel concerns about copyright 

protection, which frequently lead to an expansion of intellectual property rights. With the 

growth of digital technologies and the Internet, which permits users to quickly copy and 
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distribute works at a low or zero cost, the entertainment industry started to worry about the 

prospect of economic losses. However, they soon realized that “the answer to the machine 

is in the machine”
2
: the same technology that poses a threat can generate tools to hinder 

illegal distribution. One of such tools is DRM. 

In short, DRM is a set of techniques that permit copyright owners to enforce their 

rights by controlling what users can do with their digital files. For instance, DRM can 

determine under what circumstances, how many times, for how long, and on which 

platforms a user may access a file. In addition, this technology is protected by anti-

circumvention laws that forbid users from altering it, regardless of the reason. The extent of 

the DRM restrictions imposed on a file is determined by the copyright holder, which raises 

serious concerns about users’ privacy and fair use.  

Another criticism of DRM concerns interoperability. For a file protected by DRM to 

be readable on a device, the device must be able to process its technologic components, 

which is not always the case. In the e-book market, for instance, some stores use 

proprietary DRM schemes that are not compatible with other devices. Thus, readers 

acquiring a device in one store can only buy books from the same store, which results into 

them being locked-in into that ecosystem. This lack of interoperability, we believe, can 

negatively affect competition by increasing network effects, barriers to entry, and switching 

costs. 

The use of proprietary DRM components to prevent competition in the aftermarket 

is not restricted to the e-book market and has increasingly become a common strategy to 

foreclose multi-sided markets.
3
 Although the protection of copyright is a legitimate goal, 

when such technological restrictions exceed what is considered prevention of infringement 

and instead interfere with competition, a series of negative effects may result. In the e-book 

market, we argue that such restrictions can seriously impact how readers access books and 

lead to a concentration of the e-book market in the hand of few companies. The result is 

that booksellers become gatekeepers of the e-book market, controlling the flow of 
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information. This consequence, in turn, can undermine the potential of e-books to foster 

various social and educational goals
4
. 

Considering the importance of books in accelerating progress, this article will 

discuss the impacts of copyright protection in the digital world from an antitrust 

perspective, as well as its effects on the development of the e-book market. Part I will 

describe the e-book market and the potentials of e-books. Part II will define DRM, explain 

its main legal concerns and analyze the different types of DRM schemes. Part III will 

address the main antitrust implications of DRMs. Finally, Part IV will discuss how these 

competition restrictions can lead to a concentration on the e-book market and negatively 

affect the potential of e-books to spread knowledge, promote literacy, and extend the reach 

of literature. 

 

2 E-BOOKS 

2.1 Definition 

E-books are “a literary work in the form of a digital object, consisting of one or 

more standard unique identifiers, metadata, and a monographic body of content, intended to 

be published and accessed electronically.”
5

 Books in electronic format usually have 

features such as annotations, highlights, search tools, hypertexts, and bookmarks, in 

addition to even more digital and interactive resources, including narration and video 

animations (in which case they are called enhanced books).
6
 As digital files, e-books 

require a device to be read on, such as a tablet,
7
 an e-reader,

8
 a smartphone, or a computer. 

The two first types of devices are the most commonly used, since they reproduce the 
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experience of reading a physical book more accurately. In contrast, computers are far less 

portable, while smartphones typically have smaller screens. 

 

2.2 History 

Although the e-book market has showed substantial growth only in recent years, the 

concept of digital reading and portable libraries emerged in the mid-1900s, when the first 

computers were in development. Vannevar Bush, one of the first pioneers of digital 

reading, believed in the use of technology to facilitate and simplify storage and retrieval of 

information
9
. Concerned with information overload, Bush envisioned a device called 

Memex, similar to a desk, that was capable of storing books, records, and other types of 

information as well as opening files and annotating, as a way of facilitating access to 

sources and managing work.
10

 In 1967, inspired by Bush’s ideas, Andries van Dam 

developed the Hypertex Editing System, a system to organize data that also allowed the 

reading of books on a computer screen. Around the same time, Alan Kay conceptualized 

the Dynabook, a reading device similar to a portable computer that would simplify the 

exchange of information and promote childhood education.
11

 

Books gradually started being digitalized, especially after 1971 when Michael Hart 

founded Project Gutenberg, a platform designed to digitally store the contents of libraries, 

in particular public domain books. The first reading software appeared in the 1980s, while 

Sony launched the first dedicated reading device, the Data Discman, in 1991.
12

 However, 

the market was still very underdeveloped at this time.  

Progress accelerated in the late 1990s, when projects like NetLibrary, Questia, 

Internet Archive, and ebrary helped expand the amount of digital books available.
13

 In 

addition, in 1998, a conference organized by the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology and the National Information Standards Organization gave birth to the ideas 

that would lead to the creation of the Open Ebook Forum, now known as the International 

Digital Publishing Forum, to manage issues such as standard e-books formats, thus 
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symbolizing the industry’s effort to overcome its recent setbacks.
14

 At the same time, the 

U.S. began to pass legislation such as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) to 

address digital file protections, diminishing some of the insecurities that the digital world 

brought to copyright holders. 

The first successful attempt to sell e-books occurred in 2000, when Stephen King 

published “Riding the Bullet” in electronic form, charging $2.50 for each copy. According 

to Simon & Schuster, his publisher, roughly half a million users downloaded it.
15

 However, 

hackers soon removed the book’s anti-piracy encryption, which resulted in its free 

distribution on the web. Later that year, King gave digital publishing another try with “The 

Plant.” This time, the chapters were released at regular intervals, unencrypted, and readers 

could pay $1.00 if they wished. However, if less than 75% of downloaders paid for the 

book, he would stop publishing. Eventually, the number of paid downloads dropped to 

50%, and King terminated the project. 

Even with so many advances, the reach of digital reading remained very limited. For 

instance, the first attempt by Barnes & Noble to sell digital books ended in 2003, only three 

years after the bookstore signed a deal with Microsoft to sell books compatible with 

Microsoft Reader, in a decision motivated by poor sales.
16

 Scholars have identified many 

reasons contributing to its low sales, including the lack of proper reading devices (which 

were at the time heavy, expensive, and burdened by small screens), user resistance to 

digital reading, the lack of books available in digital form, a tedious process for buying and 

accessing digital books, and relatively high prices.
17

 In addition, the absence of a standard 

digital format was a matter of concern for the consumer, especially after VHS-Betamax, 

and restrictions imposed by DRM schemes were already considered inconvenient.
18

 As a 

result, advances in this market remained shy until mid-2000, when Sony launched the Sony 

Portable Reader and its store, Connect eBook, with around 10,000 titles. One year later, 

Amazon launched the first Kindle, whose initial success led to a depleted stock just a few 

hours after its debut. Barnes & Noble joined the market in late 2009, followed by Apple a 

few months later. 
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Since then, the e-book market has demonstrated impressive growth. In 2008, the 

Association of American Publishers reported a net revenue of $62 million, and this value 

increased to $863 million in 2010.
19

 In addition, Amazon reported that digital sales 

surpassed physical book sales for the first time in 2011.
20

 By 2013, adult trade e-books in 

the U.S. already counted for $1.3 billion in revenue.
21

 Factors such as advances in the 

hardware and software industry; increases in the exchange of digital files; the development 

and diffusion of technologies such as Hyper Text Markup Language (“HTML”) and 

Extensible Markup Language (“XML”); and the rise and spread of digital culture are 

considered fundamental reasons for this success.
22

 

 

2.3 Contractual Aspects 

The market chain starts with the creation of the book by the author. The book is then 

forwarded to the publisher by the author’s own initiative or through literary agents. 

Afterwards, the author negotiates with the publisher the copyright on the work and the 

percentage of profit as royalties from sales. The publishers select the works according to 

consumer preferences, refine the author’s ideas and writing, and oversee the production of 

the book, which includes editing, proofreading, and printing. In addition, the publishers are 

responsible for promotion, distribution, and negotiations with retailors. It is the distribution, 

either directly or via an intermediary agent, that effectively makes the book available to 

readers.
23

 The author, on average, receives 8-15% of the book price, the publisher 30%, the 

distributor 10-15%, and the bookstore 40%, although these figures may vary from case to 

case.
24

 

Usually, the market chain is organized through wholesale agreements. In this model, 

the list price (printed on the cover) is set by the publisher and is, theoretically, the final 

price for the consumer. The book is then sold to retailers at a discount off the list price, 

usually around 50%. Retailers determine the final price based on what they consider to be 
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reasonable, which can result in a price below what was paid to the publisher. Unsold copies 

can be returned for the publishers for credit.
25

 

As for digital publishing, the book can be sent directly to the publisher, where it 

then follows the normal market chain before referral to digital distributors and online 

booksellers. Overall, digital books eliminate about 30% of production costs, which allows a 

redistribution of value along the chain.
26

 With these cuts, it is estimated that the production 

costs of a digital book would be covered by the sale of only thirty copies.
27

 In this context, 

the list price usually varies to around 20-30% below that of a physical book. Alternatively, 

the author can also opt for self-publishing, where the book directly goes to digital 

distributors or online booksellers to be sold to readers.
28

 Here, in return for a 30% 

commission fee, stores such as Apple and Amazon offer platforms for self-publishing 

authors.
29

  

 

2.4 Benefits of e-Books 

e-Books have both advantages and disadvantages compared to physical books. One 

of the most notable benefits experienced by the reader is convenience. Users have the 

ability to purchase and download content in minutes, any time of the day, and without 

leaving home. In addition, e-books are extremely portable. It is possible to store thousands 

of works in a small device that is often lighter than a physical book. Also, the built-in-

dictionary permits readers to easily look up the meaning of a word, while the search tool 

helps readers locate specific words and sections in the book. Similarly, the ability to 

customize and interact with the text is also very useful. For example, readers can alter the 

type and size of the font, which, like text-to-speech technology available in some devices, 

increases accessibility.
30

 In addition, readers can also highlight, bookmark, and annotate 
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without permanent damage. Damages caused by time and repeated use, such as yellowing, 

torn pages, and broken bindings, can likewise be avoided.
31

 

For authors, digital books can help access the target audience more easily and 

increase the amount of readers, as well as improve the financial return on the work,
32

 

especially if the author chose to self-publish. For publishers, digital mass production is 

significantly cheaper, simplifies the distribution process, and reduces upgrade costs, in 

addition to eliminating problems with out-of-stock books.
33

 These circumstances mean that 

many ideas that were not materialized before, due to reasons such as high costs, economic 

unviability, or a lack of approval from a publisher, can now transform into books.
34-35

 

These factors are so relevant that some consider the e-book the most important driving 

force in the publishing industry as of late. Indeed, the space opened by digital publishing is 

particularly advantageous to new authors. In addition, authors and publishers can use digital 

markets as low-cost laboratories for evaluating the potential of a work without the need to 

print and physically distribute it. In this sense, digital books can promote democracy in the 

publishing business.
36
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Just as digital books can help authors access more readers, digital books can also 

improve readers’ access to more books and information. For example, digital distribution 

significantly diminishes geographic barriers so that the same work can be read by someone 

in London or Bogota
37

 as long as they have Internet access. This facilitates the exchange of 

information and promotes diversity in knowledge, since people are no longer limited by 

what the local bookstore or library offers. Importantly, as a result, people have more 

opportunities to master a foreign language, learn from other cultures, and broaden their 

views and experiences. 

Second, e-books cost significantly less.
38

 E-books are generally 30% cheaper than 

physical books, although this discount can vary greatly. Books in the public domain, 

however, can be found for free on a number of platforms such as Project Gutenberg, which 

offers the complete works of renowned authors such as William Shakespeare, Jane Austen, 

and many others. As a result, due to lower and sometimes zero costs, e-books significantly 

multiply the number of literary choices and sources of information available to readers. 

Third, digital reading can help spread literacy, which in turn can have many positive 

effects.
39

 For example, literacy has an extremely valuable impact on education and can 

empower individuals by giving them more control not only over their learning and 

knowledge but also over everyday situations that require reading. Literacy can also increase 

written communication between individuals and participation in the community by 

permitting access to information about social and political events. It can affect maternal and 

adolescent health, allowing mothers to access information about nutrition and health care. It 

can foster cultural identity by enabling individuals to access written records on culture and 

heritage, contributing to cultural preservation and diversity. And, of course, literacy can 
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have an enormous impact on socio-economic development,
40

 granting individuals a wider 

range of choices in education and skills development.
41

 

Fourth, this increase in access and convenience can promote growth in reading 

rates. In fact, research shows that individuals who read e-books are reading more than those 

who read only physical books.
42

 The habit of reading is extremely valuable, leading to 

positive effects such as the exercise of imagination, an understanding of cultural roots and 

the importance of community, an increase in empathy, vocabulary expansion, and stronger 

analytical thinking. The list goes on, as the impacts of reading cannot be measured. A good 

book can boost your self-knowledge, shape your life, and even define who you are. Finally, 

e-books eliminate problems with out-of-stock or out-of-print titles, which can also increase 

access to information. 

Naturally, digital books also have certain drawbacks. Previously, factors such as the 

cost of reading devices and the amount of available titles were major setbacks to the 

market, although both have improved significantly in recent years. Yet, there are still some 

obstacles to the full development of the market. For example, while physical books can be 

purchased, resold, or lent at the discretion of its owner, digital books cannot.
43

 Also, e-book 

sellers have considerable control over both the content of their bookstores and user access 

to purchased content, as explained in Sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.3.
44

 However, consumers cite 

problems with interoperability and restrictive DRM as one of the main reasons 

discouraging the use of e-book technology.
45

 In the next section, we will examine what 

DRM is exactly and how it operates within the e-book market in order to understand how 

the positive effects of e-books can be undermined by its adoption. 

 

3 DRM 

3.1 Definition 

Since artistic works can often be copied freely, a general belief exists that without 

intellectual property, there would be no incentives to creative production, as any time and 

                                                 
40
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effort invested would never be compensated.
46-47

 The spread of digital technology has only 

increased concerns among content creators and distributors over the mass distribution of 

files without authorization or economic consideration. Over time, however, these actors 

began to realize that the same technology that facilitates piracy also offers numerous 

possibilities for controlling files.
48

 

One such possibility is digital rights management (“DRM”), a set of techniques that 

can control the use and distribution of digital files containing video, audio, photo, or text 

with the purpose of protecting intellectual property.
49

 DRM involves both the management 

of digital rights (identifying content, collecting metadata, and listing the content rights) and 

the enforcement of those rights.
50

 As a self-help technology, DRM permits content 

providers to strictly control the method, time, and place of use.
51

  

DRM systems can be traced back to a time when computers were physically 

massive and shared by many users, which necessitated the creation of different access 

permissions for system files depending on the individual using the machine. Each user 

group could make different uses of the file, such as reading, editing, running, and 
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213, 222 (2002). 
48

 “While the proliferation of digital technology raises the cost of policing and enforcing legal exclusion, the 

same technology may also offer the producers of intangible goods an alternative method of exclusion. 

Because digital technology is capable of virtually modeling structural reality, it can be programmed to mimic 

the characteristics of tangible property. Producers of intellectual property may therefore resort to a form of 

self-help by reembedding intangible goods in digital rights management systems, or ‘DRM’, that simulate the 

natural appropriability resistance of physical goods. Such technological controls prohibit or constrain the 

copying and distribution that digital formats invite. By essentially transforming public goods back into private 

goods, owners of intellectual property may introduce into the design of digital media the more congenial 

constraints of more traditional media. Indeed, the constraints imposed by DRM may, in some cases, be 

designed to exceed those of traditional media.” Burk, supra note 46, at 538-39. 
49

 Marc Fetscherin & Matthias Schmid, Comparing the Usage of Digital Rights Management Systems in the 

Music, Film, and Print Industry, in PROCEEDINGS OF THE 5TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ELECTRONIC 

COMMERCE 316, 317 (2003). 
50

 EBERHARD BECKER, DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT: TECHNOLOGICAL, ECONOMIC, LEGAL AND POLITICAL 

ASPECTS 4 (2003). 
51

 Bechtold, supra note 47, at 215. 
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deleting.
52

 Also, the expansion of sharing technologies based on either physical media 

(floppy disks and CD-ROMS) or networks (local area networks), and, later on, the 

commercialization of the Internet in 1994 facilitated the exchange of files between 

machines and servers, which eventually led to the development and improvement of 

encryption techniques, such as passwords, to access files.
53-54

 

In general, DRM control operates via software, but it can also be found in hardware. 

The three most common types of DRM control are (1) content encryption so that 

unauthorized users cannot access it; (2) a licensing system that determines who can use the 

content and how it is used, which can vary according to the circumstances – for example, a 

music file that, depending on the amount paid, can either be streamed or downloaded from 

the server to the user’s personal computer; and (3) user or device authentication to access 

the file.
55

 To achieve a reasonable level of security, several techniques are normally used 

together to ensure the integrity of the digital archive and its protection against acts of 

circumvention.
56

 For example, the most common type of protection is the combined use of 

encryption with a password.
57

 These controls may impose various types of restrictions, 

such as (1) restrictions on access, which can permit the user a one-time or permanent access 

depending on the fee paid or set limitations on access to adult content based on the user’s 

age; (2) restrictions on copying, which can prevent, for example, certain digital music files 

from being written to a CD; (3) restrictions on interoperability, which can prevent a digital 

                                                 
52

 BILL ROSENBLATT ET AL., DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT: BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY X (1st ed. 2001). 
53

 Id. at XI. 
54

 “Three developments took place within two years after 1994 to create the paradigm that we now know as 

digital rights management. Two of these were the first well-known DRM systems from commercial vendors: 

infoMarket from IBM and a system from the startup company Electronic Publishing Resources (EPR). [...] 

The third major development that catalyzed the DRM paradigm was the publication of the paper ‘Letting 

Loose the Light: Igniting Commerce in Electronic Publishing’, by Dr. Mark Stefik, a researcher at Xerox 

PARC research labs. This landmark paper defined what you could call ‘techie’s view’ of DRM for all time. It 

said, in essence, that it should always be possible to strictly define and control who can do what to a piece of 

content, when, on what devices, and for how much money or other form of consideration.” Id. at XII. 
55

 OECD, REPORT ON DISCLOSURE ISSUES RELATED TO THE USE OF COPY CONTROL AND DIGITAL RIGHTS 

MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES 6 (2006), http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/content/workingpaper/231477833812. 
56

 More specifically, “DRM systems employ different techniques to identify consumers and trace back 

illegally copied content (e.g. serial numbers, digital fingerprints, traitor tracing). In order to provide a 

uniformly high level of security, various techniques are used that ensure the integrity and authenticity of 

digital content, its accompanying metadata and the hardware and software components of a DRM system (e.g. 

digital signatures, fragile watermarks, challenge-response protocols). Furthermore, security attacks are 

complicated by tamper-proof hard- and software (e.g. smart cards, code obfuscation). In order to prevent the 

copying of protected content after it has been transformed into an analog format, special analog protection 

systems and digital watermarks intend to make such copying more difficult at least.” Bechtold, supra note 47, 

at 215. 
57

 John A. Rothchild, Economic Analysis of Technological Protection Measures, 84 OR. L. REV. 489, 493 

(2005). 
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file with a certain format from being accessed on certain devices; and (4) geographical 

constraints, for example region locks on DVDs.
58-59

 

DRM schemes make use of metadata to describe the digital content, identify its 

rightsholders, and express the conditions of digital file use through “rights expression 

language” (“REL”).
60

 REL allows the content distributor to embed content usage rules in 

the file.
61

 The most well-known examples of REL are the “eXtensible rights Markup 

Language” (“XrML”) and the “Open Digital Rights Language” (“ODLR”). XrML is an 

XML-based language that describes the rights and conditions for the use of digital files. In 

this type of language, it is possible to express rules and permissions for actions such as 

copying, deleting, modifying, opening, exporting, annotating, installing, backing up, 

lending, selling, giving, printing, reading, downloading, uninstalling, and saving, inter alia. 

All these variables may be subject to circumstances such as time, place, the device used, the 

user, the purpose, and whether payment was present.
62

 XrML was developed by 

ContentGuard, a company created as a partnership between Microsoft and Xerox. Some 

believe that XrML has the potential to serve as the basis for a universal REL, since it is 

already the base language for standards such as MPEG-21.
63

 In contrast, ODRL started as 

an initiative for an open language and offers a royalty free alternative to XrML.
64

 

Just like spoken languages, technical elements must understand each other in order 

to operate together. For example, if a DRM-protected music file is distributed to a music 

platform to be played on a portable device, the DRM systems involved must at least 

interpret the same language in order to carry out the instructions and usage restrictions.
65

 

As we will observe in more detail in Section 3.3, technological restrictions are only one 

part of how DRM operates – another important part is the legal protection of such systems. 

                                                 
58

 OECD, supra note 4, at 6. 
59

 “For example, the DRM system might be programmed to permit only one playback of a work, or allow only 

one copy of a work to be printed. Technological control systems may tie access or use of the work to a certain 

machine, or, when attached to a network or other signaling device, monitor the degree and type of use of the 

work-perhaps to meter payment by the minute, by the bit, or by some other unit of usage. They may allow 

different levels of use depending on the level of payment made. Contingent or alternative terms might be 

programmed into the system, allowing a single access for a certain fee, or unlimited access for a higher fee. 

Access might even be revoked automatically, or by remote command, if payments are not made in a timely 

fashion.” Burk, supra note 46, at 547. 
60

 Stefan Bechtold, Digital Rights Management in the United States and Europe, 52 AM. J. COMP. L. 323, 344 

(2004). 
61

 Bechtold, supra note 3, at 603-04. 
62

 Id. 
63

 Urs Gasser & John Palfrey, Case Study: DRM-protected Music Interoperability and e-Innovation 1, 14 

(2007). 
64

 Id. 
65

 Id. at 13. 
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3.2 Anti-circumvention Laws 

Anti-circumvention laws are legislations that protect DRM systems from acts that 

could break it. Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty, signed in 1996, calls for adequate 

legal protection and remedies against the circumvention of technological measures used by 

authors to protect their rights and restricts acts that are not authorized by them or permitted 

by law, such as DRM. A number of parties, such as the U.S. and the European Union, have 

signed this treaty and adopted such protections in their domestic laws.
66-67

 As Burk states, 

“the rationale behind such laws maintains that where technology provides the first line of 

defense against unauthorized uses of copyrighted works, the legal protection needed to 

encourage creativity may not necessarily be deterrence against violation of copyright or 

similar proprietary rights, but rather legal deterrents against circumvention of technological 

protections.”
68

 

 

3.2.1 Digital Millennium Copyright Act 

In the U.S., anti-circumvention laws are part of the Digital Millennium Copyright 

Act of 1998. DMCA protects two types of technologies: (1) technological protection 

measures that control access to a work (“access control”) and (2) technological protection 

measures that protect rights of the copyright owner (“usage control”). These technologies 

can be infringed by two types of conduct: (1) the production and distribution of tools or 

devices that are (a) primarily designed to circumvent; (b) have limited commercial purpose 

other than to circumvent; or (c) are marketed for circumvention (“preparatory activities”); 

and (2) individual acts of circumvention.
69

 While the first type of conduct is penalized 

when applied to both technologies, the latter is only penalized for access controls. The 

exception for individual acts of circumvention regarding usage controls aims to ensure that 

the public can make fair use of copyrighted works.
70

 

 

                                                 
66

 Angela Daly, E-Book Monopolies and the Law, 18 MEDIA & ARTS LAW REVIEW 1, 5 (2013). 
67

 Other treaties, such as the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (Article 18) and the Convention on 

Cybercrime, negotiated by the Council of Europe, as well as bilateral agreements (e.g. between the U.S. and 

Singapore) also carry similar provisions. Bechtold, supra note 60, at 321-23. 
68

 Burk, supra note 46, at 557. 
69

 Bechtold, supra note 60, at 321-23. 
70

 There are also exceptions regarding (i) nonprofit libraries, archives, and educational institutions; (ii) reverse 

engineering; (iii) encryption research; (iv) protection of minors; (v) personal privacy, and (vi) security testing. 
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CONDUCTS 

TYPE OF TECHNOLOGICAL  

PROTECTION MEASURE 

Access control Usage control 

Preparatory activities Prohibited by §1201(a)(2) Prohibited by §1201(b) 

Individual acts of circumvention Prohibited by §1201(a)(1) Not prohibited 

 
TABLE 1 – DMCA Protections

71
 

 

For instance, imagine an individual who buys a digital copy of a book that can be 

accessed on only one computer and cannot be printed. The DMCA would not prohibit 

circumvention to enable printing, but it would prohibit the making or the distribution of the 

tool used for this act. However, bypassing the code to make the file accessible on another 

computer would be against the law,
72

 as well as making or distributing a tool for this 

purpose.
73

 From this example, it is easy to see that the exception made to individual acts of 

circumvention of usage controls is insufficient to preserve fair use.
74-75

 It is also important 

to note that fair use is not a valid excuse to practice circumvention in situations prohibited 

by §1201.
76

 

                                                 
71

 Table inspired by JULIE E. COHEN ET AL., COPYRIGHT IN A GLOBAL INFORMATION ECONOMY 662 (3d ed. 

2010). 
72

 There is, however, one circumstance on which the circumvention of access controls is permitted. According 

to the Library of Congress, “[L]iterary works, distributed electronically, that are protected by technological 

measures which either prevent the enabling of read-aloud functionality or interfere with screen readers or 

other applications or assistive technologies, (i) when a copy of such a work is lawfully obtained by a blind or 

other person with a disability, as such a person is defined in 17 U.S.C. 121; provided, however, the rights 

owner is remunerated, as appropriate, for the price of the mainstream copy of the work as made available to 

the general public through customary channels; or (ii) when such work is a nondramatic literary work, 

lawfully obtained and used by an authorized entity pursuant to 17 U.S.C. 121.” Exemption to Prohibition on 

Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies, 77 Fed. Reg. 65260, 65262 

(Oct. 26, 2012). It should be noted that there is also an exemption for circumventing the operating systems of 

mobile phones to enable interoperability between software applications (commonly known as “jailbreaking”), 

but this does not apply to tablets or e-readers. 
73

 JULIE E. COHEN ET AL., COPYRIGHT IN A GLOBAL INFORMATION ECONOMY 663 (3d ed. 2010). 
74

 “Congress appears to have distinguished between access controls and usage controls, allowing 

circumvention of the former but not the latter, in order to enable user privileges and exemptions. In theory, a 

user would have to obtain authorized access to a protected work, but having done so, could without 

authorization circumvent usage controls to make fair or other permissible uses. In reality, however, few 

content users have the skills to circumvent the usage controls, and the statute prohibits those who have such 

skills from assisting those who do not. Moreover, access controls are essentially indistinguishable from usage 

controls, and as a practical matter provide control of both access and use.” Burk, supra note 46, at 558-59. 
75

 Further discussions about making anti-circumvention rules and DRM systems compatible with fair use are 

outside the scope of this work.  
76

 “However, fair use and the Copyright Act’s other limitations on the exclusive rights are not available to 

justify an act of circumventing an access control. As one court explained, Congress chose to balance the 
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3.2.2 Brazil 

Even though Brazil is not a contracting party to the WIPO Copyright Treaty, 

Brazil’s copyright law (Lei n. 9.610/98) also carries anti-circumvention provisions in its 

Article 107, which prohibits the modification or removal of technical protection measures 

that have been incorporated into copies of protected works to prevent or restrict 

reproduction and also the distribution of works with the knowledge that such measures 

have been removed. 

Three main differences between Article 107 and the DMCA should be noted. First, 

Article 107 does not differentiate between usage and access control. Second, the 

distribution of devices aimed to circumvent technical protection measures is not prohibited. 

Third, there are no exceptions to the circumvention of DRM systems, which means that the 

uses permitted by copyright law do not have to be respected by technological protection 

measures.
77

  Some academics argue that the law was written when the Internet was still an 

emerging technology in Brazil, which would explain why the statute does not require 

adherence to copyright limits on technological protection measures but, at the same time, 

fails to protect access controls and to penalize the distribution of circumvention tools.
78

 

 

3.3 Technology, Law, and Contract 

Although DRM is a technological lock designed to prevent certain practices 

involving digital files, its effectiveness derives not only from its architectural restrictions 

but also from a combination of technology, law, and contractual rules.
79

 We have already 

examined how the technological components work and some of the legal systems that 

support DRM technology through anti-circumvention rules.
80

 

                                                                                                                                                     
interests of copyright owners and users with respect to the anti-circumvention rules not by importing the 

limitations on infringement liability from the Copyright Act but by crafting a set of exceptions to section 1201 

liability for circumventing access controls and by providing a mechanism by which the Librarian of Congress 

may create additional exceptions through triennial rulemaking proceedings. [...] In theory, circumvention of a 

use control to engage in fair use is neither a violation of section 1201 nor an infringement of the copyright 

owner’s exclusive rights; as a practical matter, however, few will be able to exercise this right because the 

trafficking ban makes circumvention technologies hard to acquire. Moreover, to the extent that publishers 

deploy access controls, circumvention is a violation of section 1201 even if done to enable a fair use (unless 

one of section 1201’s own exceptions is applicable).” Rothchild, supra note 57, at 500-03. 
77

 Heitor Miranda, Cópia Privada e Digital Rights Management, Universidade de São Paulo, at 92 (2011). 
78

 Id. at 91. 
79

 Bechtold, supra note 47, at 219-20. 
80

 Also, it is important to note that the legal protection assured to DRM systems can, in some cases, have two 

dimensions: anti-circumvention rules and patent protection. Indeed, DRM systems are often protected by 

patents or trade secrets, which means that if a content provider wants to use a certain type of DRM on its files, 
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The contractual aspect of DRM’s effectiveness refers to contracts, usually terms of 

use, celebrated between the content provider and the user acquiring DRM-protected 

content. In essence, every time a DRM-protected content is acquired, the user must agree to 

terms and conditions that compel him to only use that content in a certain way. Not only do 

these contracts reflect the restrictions imposed by DRM architecture, they often also protect 

the DRM system itself by obligating the consumer not to circumvent it. For example, some 

transactions require that the user agree not to violate or manipulate the technological lock 

regardless of the reason.
81 - 82

 Even though these terms raise some concerns regarding 

validity where click-wrap agreements are involved, as contracts between free, private 

parties, they do not have to follow copyright limitations and can impose restrictions on use 

and on otherwise lawful actions – as they often do.
83

 

The following is an example of how technology, law, and contract interact with one 

another. If the contractual rules fixed by the content provider determine that the user can 

only access the file on a device or software developed by that same company,
84

 accessing 

the file in another environment will be prevented by the DRM system. However, DRM 

systems are not 100% fail proof and can be hacked. Accordingly, the law prohibits the 

manufacture and distribution of tools to circumvent DRM systems, along with some 

individual acts of circumvention. Therefore, the user can be held accountable for both 

breach of contract and legal infringement. As Bechtold explains, “these means of protection 

do not operate independently. If one of the means fails, another means steps in which 

sustains the overall protection level of the DRM system. The security of a DRM system is 

not accomplished by technology, law or market forces alone. Rather, it is a result of 

numerous different, but intertwining means of protection.”
85

 

                                                                                                                                                     
or an electronics manufacturer wants to enable his devices to process the content provided by that DRM, they 

have to enter a technology license agreement with this DRM system developer. Bechtold, supra note 3, at 

610. 
81

 For instance, under Apple’s iBookstore Terms and Conditions, the user must agree “not to violate, 

circumvent, reverse-engineer, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise tamper with any of the security 

technology related to such Usage Rules for any reason-or to attempt or assist another person to do so.” Apple, 

Terms and Conditions, http://www.apple.com/legal/internet-services/itunes/bw/terms.html#APPS (last visited 

July 24, 2014). 
82

 Bechtold, supra note 47, at 217. 
83

 One might question why content providers do not rely solely on contractual protection as a way of avoiding 

fair use exemptions. As Bechtold rightly observes, this protection has some limitations, such as not including 

users that obtain pirated copies online or supervision and monitoring costs. Id. at 221-22. 
84

 For instance, under the Kindle Store Terms of Use, Amazon grants the reader a non-exclusive right to view, 

use, and display Kindle books an unlimited number of times, solely on the Kindle or a reading application 

developed by Amazon. Amazon, Terms of Use, http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?node 

Id=201014950 (last visited July 24, 2014). 
85

 Bechtold, supra note 47, at 212. 
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Situations such as this one raise concerns regarding the “privatization” of copyright 

law. While copyright statutes try to balance public and private interests and are subject to 

public debate and scrutiny, the content provider, when designing his DRM system, can 

conveniently determine the reach of his protection unilaterally. “Thereby, content providers 

tend to protect their own interests in DRM systems without paying adequate attention to 

interests of users or the society at large.”
86 -87

 Discussing the DRM systems by itself, 

however, is beyond the scope of this article, which aims to discuss only its effects on 

competition in the e-book market and how these effects impact access to knowledge. 

 

3.4 DRM in the e-Book Market 

3.4.1 Different DRM Schemes and Interoperability 

DRM is a controversial subject, frequently pointed out as an obstacle to the full 

development of the e-book market. On one hand, the protection of digital books using 

DRM was necessary for the publishing industry to enable investment in the market without 

running the risk of seeing their catalogs available for free on the Internet.
88

 On the other 

hand, the use of DRM in digital books has prevented access to books on certain devices. 

Specifically, the largest bookstores in the market use proprietary DRM systems compatible 

with a limited number of devices, which restricts the interoperability
89

 of files.  

                                                 
86

 Id. at 225. 
87

 Bechtold himself considers that the idea of content providers creating their own copyright could be an 

oversimplification, since contracts can be voided, technology defeated, and anti-circumvention protections 

limited in scope. When all of these steps fail, copyright holders can still rely on copyright protection, but, as it 

is important to note, not as their primary source of protection, only as a “safety net.”  Id. at 226. 
88

 Therefore, it is common that publishers (or authors, when negotiating directly) will negotiate DRM 

protection on the digital books with the bookstores. For instance, the agency contracts that Apple signed with 

the Big Six all had a clause stating that “Apple shall protect materials famished by Publisher in a manner no 

less  restrictive than Apple protects materials furnished by any other book publisher, including the use of the 

Security Solution, and the implementation and enforcement of Content Usage Rules, as set forth in  Exhibit B. 

If the Security Solution is compromised such that eBooks are being made widely available without restriction, 

having a material adverse effect on the commercial purpose of the appointment and this Agreement, then 

Apple shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cure such compromise. If the breach is not substantially 

cured within thirty (30) days, then Publisher may stop providing additional New Releases to Apple, and if the 

breach is not substantially cured within sixty (60) days, then Publisher may suspend Apple’s appointment 

until cured.” “Security Solution” refers to Apple’s proprietary digital rights management solution marketed as 

“Fairplay.” These contracts are available at: http://www.justice.gov/atr/cases/apple/apple-te.html. 
89

 By interoperability, we understand the proper functioning of elements of two or more means of access and 

use of digital content, which allows for different degrees. Depending on the point of view, interoperability can 

assume different meanings – for the reader, it is related to flexibility in the use of the file on different 

platforms; in the author's perspective, it means that his books can be read on different devices; in the point of 

view of the publishers, it means that, once the rights are defined, the digital book can be distributed evenly to 

the most efficient bookstores; and to bookstores, it means that their technology choices will not affect the 

usefulness of the service. Gasser & John Palfrey, supra note 63, at 6-7. 
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According to Blasi and Rothlauf, tying the consumer to a digital book ecosystem 

threatens the system of distribution in the market and even the book culture, since, by 

joining one environment, the reader can no longer buy books from other bookstores in the 

future.
90

 Two types of incompatibilities exist in digital books. The first relates to file 

extensions, and the second relates to the DRM system. The table below shows the formats 

supported by the main devices in the market: 

 

DEVICE FORMATS 

Kindle AZW, TPZ, TXT, MOBI, PRC, HTML e DOC 

iPad 
EPUB, PDF, HTML, DOC;  

besides other formats processed by specific applications 

Nook EPUB, CBZ, PDF 

Sony Reader BBeB, EPUB, PDF, TXT, RTF e DOC 

 

TABLE 2 –Formats Supported by Main Devices
91

 

 

Except for Amazon’s Kindle, all devices support EPUB files.
92-93

 EPUB, the current 

standard format for digital books, was developed by the International Digital Publishing 

Forum in 2007 with the goal of allowing publishers to produce a single digital book file for 

referral to the distribution channels, as well as offering flexible access for readers on 

different platforms.
94

  

                                                 
90

 CHRISTOPH BLÄSI & FRANZ ROTHLAUF, ON THE INTEROPERABILITY OF EBOOK FORMATS 7, available at 

http://eibf-booksellers.org/positionpaper/interoperability-e-books-formats (2013). 
91

 Matt Buchanan, Giz Explains: How You’re Gonna Get Screwed by Ebook Formats, GIZMODO, Mar. 10, 

2010, http://gizmodo.com/5478842/giz-explains-how-youre-gonna-get-screwed-by-ebook-formats; the 

websites of the companies examined. 
92

 “Apple supports the open EPUB standard [...] In general, eBooks in the EPUB format can be easily 

imported into Apple's ecosystem and displayed on Apple devices. However, Apple established a closed 

ecosystem, as all ebooks once developed or distributed inside the Apple world can never leave the ecosystem 

(except as PDF) and cannot be displayed or read on non-Apple devices. The main instrument for creating a 

closed ecosystem is its DRM system FairPlay, which controls the usage of content on Apple devices and 

which does not allow an export of content out of the Apple world.” Bläsi & Rothlauf, supra note 90, at 20-21. 
93

 Although PDF is also widely accepted, it is not entirely a viable alternative to standard formats, since its 

fixed structure is not adaptable to the reading device’s screen. This feature, even if beneficial towards 

academic and scientific texts, makes it less convenient than other formats for general reading. 
94

 Bläsi & Rothlauf, supra note 90, at 12. 
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Usually, incompatibility in file extensions can be avoided, for example by 

performing a file conversion. However, DRM-protected books cannot be altered, which 

means that the user cannot convert them into an extension compatible with his device. Also, 

to be readable, the file has to carry a compatible DRM format. The following table shows 

DRM systems adopted by main bookstores in the United States: 

 

STORE 
MARKET 

SHARE 
DRM 

COMPATIBLE READING 

DEVICES 

Amazon  ~65% Amazon 
Kindle; tablets or smartphones 

through Amazon’s application 

Apple 20-10% Fairplay iPad, iPhone, iPod 

Barnes & 

Noble 
20-10% 

Proprietary DRM, 

variation of Adobe 

Nook; tablets or smartphones through 

Barnes & Noble’s application 

Google > 5% Adobe 

Sony Reader, Nook, Kobo, Aluratek,  

among others; tablets or smartphones 

through applications 

Kobo > 5% Adobe 

Sony Reader, Nook, Kobo, Aluratek,  

among others; tablets or smartphones 

through applications 

 

TABLE 3 – DRM Systems in the U.S.
95

 

 

The Brazilian e-book market, on the other hand, is much more recent – most stores 

only initiated their operations in the country towards the end of 2012. As a result, the 

market configuration is considerably different: 

 

                                                 
95

 There is no precise information on e-book market shares. The market shares here given are approximations 

based on different sources. See, e.g., Laura Hazard Owen, Citing Steve Jobs Email, DOJ Claims Apple 

Changed In-app Purchase to Retaliate Against Amazon, GIGAOM, Aug. 23, 2013, http://gigaom.com/ 

2013/08/23/in-ebook-case-doj-claims-apple-is-lying-about-how-in-app-purchasing-works/; Jack W. Perry, 

BISG Report – A Few More Ebook Stats, DIGITAL BOOK WORLD, Nov. 14, 2013, http://www.digitalbook 

world.com/2013/bisg-report-a-few-more-ebook-stats/;  Calvin Reid, Macmillan’s Sargent, Apple’s Moerer 

Testify at the Apple Trial,  PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, June 12, 2013, http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-

topic/industry-news/publisher-news/article/57787-macmillan-s-sargent-apple-s-moerer-testify-at-the-apple-

trial.html; Barnes & Noble, Annual Report 2012, http://www.barnesandnobleinc.com/for_investors/annual_ 

reports/2012_bn_annual_report.pdf. 
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STORE 
MARKET 

SHARE 
DRM COMPATIBLE READING DEVICES 

Amazon ~30% Amazon 
Kindle; tablets or smartphones  

through Amazon’s application 

Apple ~30% Fairplay iPad, iPhone, iPod 

Google 15-20% Adobe 

Sony Reader, Nook, Kobo, Aluratek,  

among others; tablets or smartphones  

through applications 

Livraria Cultura 10-15% Adobe 

Sony Reader, Nook, Kobo, Aluratek,  

among others; tablets or smartphones  

through applications 

Saraiva ~15% Adobe 

Sony Reader, Nook, Kobo, Aluratek,  

among others; tablets or smartphones  

through applications 

 

TABLE 4 – DRM Systems in Brazil
96

 

 

The practical implications of these interoperability configurations depend on the 

store. For example, books purchased from Amazon can only be read on Kindle or through 

the Kindle App on tablets. The same goes for Barnes & Noble’s Nook. Books purchased 

from Apple’s iBookstore can only be read on Apple devices, but books from other stores 

can be read on Apple’s devices through specialized applications. This possibility, however, 

also has drawbacks. For example, readers cannot purchase books through the apps in iOS 

systems.
97

 Instead, they must access the bookstore through the browser application to 

                                                 
96

 As with the American e-book market, these values are approximations based on information gathered from 

different sources. See, e.g., BOWKER MARKET RESEARCH AND BISG, GLOBAL EBOOK MONITOR 32 (2012); 

Raquel Cozer, Painel Das Letras, FOLHA DE S.PAULO, Dec. 15, 2012, http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/ 

ilustrada/83818-painel-das-letras.shtml; Carlo Carrenho, Predicting the Winners and Losers in Brazil’s Ebook 

War, PUBLISHING PERSPECTIVES, Jan. 2, 2013, http://publishingperspectives.com/2013/01/predicting-the-
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acquire books. Inconveniences such as this may seem minor, but they in fact have a 

tremendous impact on the success of a digital business. 

Even where tablets designed by other companies are concerned, such as Samsung’s 

Galaxy, which allows in-app purchases, interoperability still remains unsatisfactory. The 

reader continues to tackle the inconvenience of being unable to unify his library and 

remains subject to the application policy on his device, which may change at any time 

without any advance notice. Also, as the figure below shows, most of the portable reading 

devices used in the U.S. are from Amazon, Apple, or Barnes & Noble, which, combined 

with the market shares for e-book sales and policies regarding DRM, indicates significant 

closure in the e-book market.
98
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Closure, in the case of Brazil, is less apparent, since a considerable part of the 

market share is owned by Google, Saraiva, and Livraria Cultura/Kobo, and their books can 

be read on a greater number of devices. Still, Apple and Amazon play an important role, 

and the anticompetitive effects of DRM may impact the nascent market. For this reason, the 
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following analysis will concentrate on Amazon and Apple, leaders in both the American 

and Brazilian markets, and eventually on Barnes & Noble, whose market share is very 

significant.  

Consequently, while interoperability is not entirely absent, it is low, especially if we 

take into account the market shares of the bookstores. This scenario indicates that the use of 

DRM in digital books can lead to a consumer lock-in effect in an e-book ecosystem, 

resulting in increased network effects, barriers to entry, and switching costs – all market 

failures that can disrupt the smooth functioning of competition. These aspects will be 

studied further in Section 4. 

 

3.4.2 DRM and Piracy  

Even though DRM is a tool designed to avoid piracy, there is no proof that it is 

effective in doing so.
100

 In fact, evidence suggests that the lack of DRM has not had a 

negative impact on sales. The prominent science-fiction publisher Tor, which went DRM-

free in 2012, announced a year later that they have seen no increase in piracy after the 

change.
101

 Many European publishers are also going DRM-free or adopting less intrusive 

forms of copyright protection. For instance, the Netherlands’s largest book publisher 

switched from DRM to watermarking on its catalog. At the same time, 65% of e-books 

available in Austria adopt watermarking, as well as 42% in Italy (compared to only 35% 

with DRM in both countries), and watermarking is also the preferred method in Hungary. 

In Sweden, virtually all trade e-books are DRM-free.
102

  

Also, a recent report regarding Amazon’s e-book store shows that almost 100% of 

the “Big Five” publisher’s e-books are DRM-protected, in contrast to only 50% of the e-

books provided by indie publishers. In this context, “indie titles without DRM sell twice as 

many copies each, on average, as those without DRM”. Comparison on the daily author 

earnings for bestselling indie titles with or without DRM showed that “DRM harms e-book 

sales at any price point.”
103

 These findings are not so surprising for those familiar with 

DRM’s impacts on the music industry. Specifically, research shows that removing DRM on 
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digital music has increased sales by 10%, with the effect being most pronounced on less 

popular albums.
104

 Of course, there are limits to generalizing this result to other industries. 

E-book consumption is significantly different from music consumption, especially 

regarding the time required. Also, music artists can rely on other sources of income, such as 

concerts and royalties from music streams, while an author’s income derives mainly from 

book sales. However, such discoveries are still valuable in helping us analyze if the 

negative impacts of DRM studied here can be outweighed by the fulfillment of its goals.  

 

4 COMPETITION 

As we have seen in the last section, the largest booksellers adopt different 

proprietary DRM schemes on their digital books, and these schemes are not always 

compatible with the most used portable reading devices. We argue here that this lack of 

interoperability is causing anti-competitive effects on this market, which will now be 

examined. 

 

4.1 Network Effects 

The e-book market is part of what is often called the “information economy” or 

“new economy.” Unlike traditional industries, characterized by “multiform production […], 

stable markets, heavy capital investment, modest rates of innovation, and slow and 

infrequent entry and exit,” the new economy industries generally manifest “falling average 

of costs […] over a broad range of output, modest capital requirements […], very high rates 

of innovation, quick and frequent entry and exit, and economies of scale in consumption 

(also known as ‘network externalities’).”
105

 Moreover, vertical integration is even more 

common in new economy industries than in traditional industries, and firms are frequently 

suppliers or customers of their competitors. Where market analyses are concerned, these 

characteristics may render the application of traditional antitrust concepts insufficient. 

A common, though not exclusive,
106

 characteristic of these industries is the presence 

of networks. Such networks can be physical (as in telecommunications infrastructure) or 
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virtual (as in a network of computers running the same operating system).
107

 These 

networks often cause effects that fall under the antitrust umbrella. Strictly speaking, 

network effects are “circumstance[s] in which the net value of an action (consuming a 

good, subscribing to a telephone service) is affected by the number of agents taking 

equivalent actions.”
108

 Liebowitz differentiates network effects from networks externalities, 

the latter being “a specific kind of network effect in which the equilibrium exhibits 

unexploited gains from trade regarding network participation.”
109

 In this case, consumers 

will benefit from changes in quantities demanded, which can result from factors such as 

“compatibility, brand familiarity, product information, status, service availability or the 

prices of network related goods.”
110

 

Network externalities, in turn, can be categorized as direct or indirect. According to 

Katz and Shapiro, network externalities “may be generated through a direct physical effect 

on the number of purchasers on the quality of the product.”
111

 For instance, consumers 

directly benefit from more people joining a communication network, since they will have 

more people to talk to
112

 (e.g., more users on a telephone network or more speakers of a 

certain language). Thus, adoption by different users is complementary – each user’s 

incentive to adopt a network increases as more other users join in,
113

 and the benefits of that 

network are directly related to the amount of users connected to that network. 

Indirect network externalities, on the other hand, “arise through improved 

opportunities to trade with the other side of a market.”
114

 In other words, more users on that 

network translate to more complementary goods available, which will indirectly benefit that 

network. For instance, the DVD consumption of one user is irrelevant to that of another 

user, but it is beneficial in the sense that it “stimulates supply of additional DVD films.”
115

 

Social networks or dating platforms, such as Facebook and OkCupid, benefit from more 
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users joining because previous users will be more likely to find their match. In the same 

sense, indirect network effects are present when a user decides to buy a computer using a 

more popular operating system, because there will be a larger quantity and variety of 

software available. 

In markets with network effects, a lack of interoperability often benefits the 

dominant network [, especially if intellectual property is involved. For example, if the 

dominant word processing software only runs on a specific operating system, and its 

associated documents cannot be opened in any other software, consumers will tend to buy 

computers that can run that specific operating system. Otherwise, the sharing of documents, 

for personal or business purposes, will be seriously impaired. Some scholars consider this a 

factor in the growth of differentiation in technological standards among competitors, since, 

in this context, non-interoperability becomes a business strategy.
116-117

 

Network effects are especially common in two-sided markets such as most online 

businesses. In these markets, a platform usually performs three functions – they (1) serve as 

an intermediary to facilitate exchange between two different groups; (2) build an audience, 

allowing members of one group to find a suitable match in the other group; or (3)  “provide 

shared resources and reduce the cost of providing services to multiple groups of 

customers.”
118

 For example, in the e-book market, we have a platform (the e-book store) 

through which consumers will access digital books and in which authors and editors will 

sell their works. The more popular the store is, the more authors and publishers will want to 

offer their titles there (and, therefore, the more books will be digitalized). Similarly, the 

broader the store’s selection of titles, the more attractive it will be to readers.
119

 These 

indirect network effects are amplified by the lack of interoperability and the use of 

exclusivity clauses, as explained in Section 5.1.4. At the same time, we also observe direct 

network effects in the e-book market. As with communication networks, readers may take 
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into account that the more users an e-book ecosystem has, the more options they will have 

to share their books with friends and family through lending programs. As another 

example, companies have more incentives to enhance e-book reading devices and provide 

better customer service.
120

 

Another common practice with multi-sided platforms is the concentration of 

revenue expectancy on one side of the network and the practice of low prices on the other 

to attract customers. This tactic is common in the printer business (where printers are 

relatively affordable but toners are expensive) and the search engine business (where 

searching is free but advertisements are paid for).
121

 

Considering these aspects, network effects can frequently increase barriers to entry, 

helping to form or maintain monopolies. For this reason, network markets tend to have few, 

but large, competitors or even a monopolist (“the winner takes all”), especially where 

interoperability is involved, since companies compete to become the de facto standard. 

However, these circumstances are not necessarily harmful. As we know, antitrust law does 

not penalize concentration or even monopolies per se. In network markets, monopolies or 

oligopolies can even benefit consumer welfare, by translating into more complementary 

goods, for example. However, concentration can be particularly worrying in a market that 

deals with knowledge and information circulation. 

 

4.2 Switching Costs 

Another characteristic common, though not exclusive, to the information economy 

is switching costs. These costs are faced by the consumer when changing suppliers, 

platforms, or products and include the cost of money and time.
122

 They can be physical, 

usually arising out of compatibility needs, for example when consumers have to buy 

replacement parts (like razors and ink cartridges)
123

 or complementary goods (such as 

software or camera lens). They can also derive from setting up a relationship with new 

suppliers, such as the cost of replacing equipment when switching to a different cable TV 

operator. There are also informational switching costs, often related to the cost of learning 

how to use a new product or gathering information about it. For example, the use of 
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complex software may require considerable training. Similarly, changing banks often 

involves substantial research into interest rates, fees, and ATM availability. Finally, 

switching costs can be psychological, when stemming from factors such as brand-loyalty or 

related to discount coupons or loyalty programs.
124

 

According to Farrell and Kemplerer, switching costs can diminish social surplus but 

increase firms’ income.
125

 This happens because high switching costs can generate a lock-

in effect, since users may prefer to stay in the same ecosystem rather than give up what they 

already invested.
126

 For instance, in an antitrust case brought against Microsoft, the district 

court found that “consumers would not switch from Windows to Mac OS in response to a 

substantial price increase because of the costs of acquiring the new hardware needed to run 

Mac OS (an Apple computer and peripherals) and compatible software applications, as well 

as because of the effort involved in learning the new system and transferring files to its 

format.”
127

 

Thus, switching costs can prevent customers from “changing suppliers in response 

to (predictable or unpredictable) changes”
128

 in the market and “often obstructs efficient 

buyer-seller matching,”
129

 generally leading to price increases and creating deadweight 

losses.
130

 Depending on their scope, switching costs can also become a barrier to entry, 

since “entrants lack installed bases and consumers’ expectations may naturally focus on 

established firms.”
131

 Combined with network effects, these costs can reduce 

competitiveness and lead to oligopolistic and even monopolistic markets.
132

 

It is true that certain switching costs are inherent, arising from the nature of products 

in the market.
133

 However, keeping in mind the process we just described, firms often make 

the deliberate and strategic choice to create unnecessary switching costs or to increase the 

magnitude of existing ones for their own benefit.
134

 One of the simplest ways to raise 
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switching costs is by creating compatibility issues through technological barriers.
135

 This is 

the case with switching costs in the e-book market. For instance, if a Barnes & Noble 

customer decides to change to Amazon, setting his Nook aside and acquiring a Kindle, he 

will find that the books he previously bought will be inaccessible on his new reading 

device. Although customers from Barnes & Noble and Amazon may find it easier switching 

to Apple, since previous books can be read on the appropriate applications, they will learn 

that the books they acquire on iBookstore can only be read on Apple products, without 

exceptions.
136

 We can add to this the psychological effect related to the emotional value 

that readers frequently attribute to their libraries.  

The overall extent of switching costs in a particular industry is frequently related to 

the compatibility or incompatibility choices made by early entrants, which “can shape the 

development of the market and make it difficult for later entrants to choose a low switching 

cost approach.”
137

 In the case of the e-book market, Amazon opted from early on to adopt a 

proprietary format and DRM scheme, which may have forced future competitors to come 

up with a suitable device for their e-books.  

Overall, switching costs, although not always significantly harmful, can frequently 

impair competition, especially when combined with network effects.
138

 Moreover, 

artificially creating switching costs, such as through the adoption of new formats and DRM 

schemes in the e-book market, is not only expensive but also reduces competition and 

dissipates social surplus.
139

 Consequently, some scholars suggest that public policy should 

aim to reduce switching costs. As Farrell and Klemperer state, “markets may indeed 

perform less well with switching costs than without, so policy intervention to reduce 

switching costs may be appropriate. For example, policy might cautiously override 

intellectual property rights, especially of copyright-like intellectual property that may have 

little inherent novelty, if those rights are used only as a tool to enforce incompatibility and 

so create private rewards that bear no relationship to the innovation’s incremental value.”
140
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In addition, research demonstrates that “when products are artificially differentiated by 

switching costs, firms’ incentives to differentiate their products in any real, functional, way 

are reduced.”
141

 This situation can easily apply to the e-book market, where there is little 

reason aside from business strategy for the lack of interoperability. 

 

4.3 Barriers to Entry 

Barriers to entry can be defined as “a condition that imposes higher long-run costs 

of production on a new entrant than are borne by the firms already in that market.”
142

 

Especially in network industries, competitors in dominant positions tend to use a series of 

restrictions as obstacles to hinder new competitors from entering in order to maintain their 

market power.
143

 Examples of such restrictions include denying access to the necessary 

infrastructure in the industry or using intellectual property rights on technological 

components. Theoretically, in a market with few barriers to entry, the dominant company 

cannot exercise its market power abusively, since actual or potential competitors, attracted 

to profits, can set more competitive conditions to attract consumers.
144

 However, if barriers 

to entry are artificially increased, the market cannot discipline itself.  

Strong network effects can be, per se, barriers to entry, but such effects can still 

benefit social welfare in certain occasions. On the other hand, in markets with weak 

network effects, where its the benefits have limited scope, anticompetitive practices may be 

adopted to increase barriers to entry and prevent useful competition.
145

 In the e-book 

market, for example, the fact that the Kindle does not support the open EPUB format and is 

not compatible with the popular Adobe DRM, added to the fact that Amazon’s proprietary 

formats and DRM schemes are unlicensed, can be seen as an artificial barrier to entry. 

Specifically, other booksellers that join this market will not be able to sell books capable of 

being read on the most popular reading device, and companies that build other devices will 

not be able to support Amazon’s e-books.  

As previously mentioned, entry conditions can also be affected by switching costs, 

since the entrant must find a way to convince customers to pay that cost. As a result, 
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latecomers will face difficulties joining the market.
146

 For instance, a new device developer 

would have to convince iBookstore’s customers to leave all their books behind, since 

Fairplay DRM does not permit them to be read anywhere else besides Apple’s 

environment. Similarly, Amazon users would have to give up their books if switching to 

another e-reader.  

 

4.4 Considerations Regarding Competition Restriction 

DRM in the e-book market causes serious interoperability issues that cannot be 

solved by the user, as such actions would be penalized by anti-circumvention laws. The 

problem is that “while incompatibility does not necessarily damage competition, it often 

does.”
147-148

 However, some scholars might argue that there is no need to worry about the 

circumstances described here, because monopolies in very dynamic markets such as new 

economy industries are unsustainable in the long run, where there is a permanent 

competition for the market (instead of in the market). 

Those industries would face a form of Schumpeterian competition, where the 

potential to become a monopolist is an enormous motivation for firms to invest in creations 

innovative and useful enough to take over the market, which offer extreme profit 

opportunities. In this sense, inoperability is seen as an incentive for innovation. According 

to Posner, “a firm that will have the protection both of intellectual-property law and of 

economics of scale in consumption if it is the first to come up with an essential component 

of a new-economy product or service will have a lucrative monopoly, and this prospect 

should accelerate the rate of innovation, just as, other things being equal, the more valuable 

a hoard of buried treasure is, the more rapidly it will be recovered. […] The prospect of 

obtaining a network monopoly should thus induce not only a high rate of innovation but 

also a low-price strategy that induces not only a high rate of innovation but also a low-price 

strategy that induces early joining and compensates the early joiners for the fact that 

eventually the network entrepreneur may be able to charge a monopoly price.”
149

 

Nevertheless, even if we agree that network effects, switching costs, and barriers to 

entry can end up having a beneficial impact on innovation and competitiveness, we should 
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consider if Schumpeterian competition is desirable regardless of the market, and, moreover, 

if the market for books should be subject to such a process. In the next section, we will 

argue that competition restrictions in the e-book market can diminish the positive potentials 

of these technologies as well as compromise access to knowledge and information.  

 

5 ACCESS TO BOOKS 

The e-book market faces numerous competition restrictions that are either imposed 

or amplified by the use of incompatible DRM schemes on e-books. Some recent events in 

the e-book market that diminish and restrict access to e-books may have been triggered by 

such restrictions. 

 

5.1 Tilling the Walled Garden 

5.1.1 Refusals to Sell e-Books from Certain Publishers Due to Negotiations 

Disagreements 

To better understand the context in which two of these refusals were made, we must 

examine the negotiating landscape in 2009. By the end of 2008, Amazon controlled 90% of 

the e-book market and 60% of the e-reader market.
150

 A number of factors can be attributed 

this success, including the lack of big competitors, the extensive knowledge of the company 

concerning the book selling business, and, in particular, low prices. Specifically, Amazon 

sold most of the bestsellers at $9.99, which was possible because wholesale agreements 

permitted bookstores to set prices at their own convenience. Because this price was 

significantly lower than that of physical books, publishers began to worry. They feared that 

low prices would lead to one market devouring the other, diminish the perceived value of 

books, and also force publishers to lower the list price of e-books. 

Thus, when Apple launched the iPad and decided to enter the e-book market, 

publishers eyed an opportunity to change the playing field. Negotiations between Apple 

and the publishers eventually led to agency agreements including the following key points: 

(1) publishers would set the final e-book price; (2) the price offered in other stores could 

not be lower than the price offered at the iBookstore (Most Favored Nation Clause); (3) 

Apple would get 30% in commission for each e-book sold; and (4) iBookstore price levels 

would be identical for all publishers. Practically, the Most Favored Nation Clause forced 

publishers to adopt agency agreements with other bookstores. Otherwise, Apple would be 
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authorized to match any lower prices set by other bookstores and pay the publisher only 

70% of that final price, whatever it may have been.
151-152

 

On January 28, 2009, Macmillan’s CEO John Sargent presented Amazon with these 

new terms, which would obviously lead to an increase in e-book prices. Unhappy with the 

negotiation, Amazon disabled that same night the buy buttons for all of Macmillan’s titles – 

both digital and physical.
153

 The buttons were restored a few days later. Despite Amazon’s 

resistance, all of the big publishers except for Random House decided to change to agency 

contracts. Due to Random House’s opposition in changing business models, their books 

were sold not in the iBookstore, but instead as separate e-book apps in Apple’s App Store. 

In the fall of 2010, however, Apple pressured the publisher to sign a deal with iBookstore 

by rejecting several of its apps submitted for sale in the App Store.
154

 Random House ended 

up undertaking negotiations for an agency agreement and started selling its titles in 

iBookstore in February 2011.  

In a separate set of negotiations disagreements, Amazon removed all of Independent 

Publishers Group’s digital books from its store in 2012.
155

 The dispute was settled three 

months later.
156

 Recently, Amazon has entered in another polemic. Due to disagreements 

with Hachette over e-book pricing, Amazon has started to cease discounts on Hachette’s 

digital books and deliberately delay the shipment of their physical books, as well as remove 
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some buy buttons and suggest that users buy similar books from other publishers.
157

 This 

quarrel is ongoing. 

We should notice that this practice is not restricted to digital books. Negotiations 

disagreements over the distribution of physical books have resulted in low stock on 

previous occasions.
158

 However, in those situations, consumers might still be able to buy 

some books despite diminished stocks, which is not the case when the buy button is 

disabled. Also, with physical books, consumers are able to go to the closest bookstore and 

find what they are looking for. For digital books, however, the negative impacts of 

negotiations disagreements are exacerbated by the fact that during the period, readers that 

are locked into an ecosystem will be unable to access e-books from whichever publisher the 

bookseller has problems with. 

These situations can also be considered a perfect example of the exercise of buyer 

power. Buyer power is “the circumstance in which the demand site of a market is 

sufficiently concentrated that buyers can exercise market power over sellers,, for instance 

forcing sellers to reduce prices, and can emerge from monopsonies or oligopsonies.
159

 In 

this case, the oligopolistic structure of e-book market is related not only to a combination of 

competitive advantages but also to the effects of DRM on competition. Because DRM tends 

to enlarge network effects and barriers to entry, the market tends to be an oligopoly, such 

that publishers will find it too costly not to be in any of the stores. 

 

5.1.2 Rejecting and Removing Books from Stores Due to Content 

There are also numerous examples of bookstores rejecting or removing books due to 

content. For example, in October 2013, several stores such as Amazon, Kobo, and Barnes 

& Noble removed self-published e-books with erotic content.
160

 Although there were 

claims that some of the books contained incest and rape scenes, other reports related 
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instances of stories being removed based on keywords such as “daddy.”
161

 Kobo went as 

far as removing all self-published titles from its UK bookstore. 

Amazon has also rejected the publication of a bilingual children’s picture book 

because it was written in Cornish, a Brittonic Celtic language spoken by the Cornish 

people.
162

 There were no technical reasons for the rejection, since Cornish uses the same 

alphabet as the English language. As a language that faces the risk of extinction, its use in a 

children’s book serves a crucial role in preserving the culture of the Cornish community 

that endures. The company has also been accused of rejecting the book “Princess Lara” by 

the artist David Uzal due to the fact that the book cover portrayed a painting of a naked 

woman. A few days afterwards, however, Amazon stepped back and allowed the book to be 

published on its website
163

. 

Apple is not immune to these criticisms either. The company rejected an e-book 

reader application from the App Store because it potentially offered access to a text-only 

version of the Kama Sutra (which other approved e-book reading apps could do as well), a 

decision that was later reversed.
164

 In addition, Apple went as far as rejecting Seth Godin’s 

book because its links in the bibliography directed the reader to Amazon.
165

 Without going 

into the merits of immoral content, this situation raises concerns, since in many cases such 

bookstores are the only link between authors and readers of e-books. As Godin puts it, 

“once you are reading your books on a device that is hooked into a store, the person 

curating the store has a great deal more power than a local bookseller ever did.”
166

 

  

5.1.3 Deleting Books from Users’ Devices 

Another problem, this time directly related to the use of DRM on e-books, is the 

deletion of books from users’ libraries. The most famous case was the ironic erasing of 

Orwell’s “1984” and “Animal Farm,” due to the fact that the company that added the books 
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to the Kindle Store did not have rights to the work.
167

 This eventually led to a class action, 

which was settled in September 2009. Some reports also describe the erasure of books on 

Nook devices and their subsequent restoration, but without notes and highlights
168

. These 

situations serve as examples of the tremendous control that bookstores can exercise over 

acquired content and how bookstores can unilaterally act to restrict e-book access.
169-170

  

 

5.1.4 Exclusivity Contracts 

Another important aspect of access restriction due to the lack of interoperability 

concerns exclusivity contracts between bookstores and authors. Although there are a 

number of independent self-publishing platforms, most authors are now choosing to publish 

directly through platforms offered by bookstores such as Amazon, Apple, and Barnes & 

Noble. 

Amazon, for instance, offers Kindle Direct Publishing (“KDP”), where the store 

charges a 30% fee and authors can earn 70% in royalties. Authors self-publishing on 

Amazon can choose to participate in the KDP Select, in which case their books will be 

available on programs such as Kindle Unlimited, Amazon’s subscription service, and 

Kindle Owner’s Lending Library, a selection of books from which Amazon Prime members 

can choose one for free once per month. Because KDP Select offers more opportunities to 

reach the audience and maximize royalties, it is the primary choice for self-publisher 

authors. However, Amazon requires KDP Select’s books to be exclusive to Amazon.
171

 In 

comparison, authors can also choose to publish their books in the iBookstore, in which case 

the book has to be in .EPUB or .ibooks format. The .ibooks format is created through 
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Apple’s software, iBooks Author, and requires the book to be published only in iBookstore 

if any fee is charged. If the book is distributed for free, it can be in other stores even if it 

adopts the .ibooks format.
172

 Authors choosing to publish through Nook Press, on the other 

hand, are not limited by exclusivity clauses. 

Non-self-published authors are also subject to exclusivity agreements. For instance, 

Amazon also had, for a while, the exclusive right to sell the electronic edition of the best-

seller “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People,” as well as another Stephen R. Covey title, 

“Principle-Centered Leadership.”
173

 Other examples of Kindle’s exclusive books are Kurt 

Vonnegut’s “Basic Training” and  Andy Borowitz’s “An Unexpected Twist.” 

Although exclusivity contracts cover a smaller number of works, its impact should 

not be overlooked. For example, in March 2012, 16 of the 100 best-selling books in the 

Kindle Store were exclusive to Amazon.
174

 In other words, 16 out of the 100 most searched 

books at that time were unavailable to Nook or Kobo owners and could only be accessed by 

iPad owners through Amazon’s app. 

 

5.1.5 Impact on Indie Booksellers 

Independent booksellers and even large book chains have been struggling for a long 

time, so digital reading cannot be held entirely accountable. The American Booksellers 

Association reports that “the number of independent booksellers has declined from 3,250 to 

1,400 since 1999,”
175

 representing roughly 10 percent of the market, although this number 

has been increasing in the last couple of years.
176

 However, by offering personalized 

services and support to talented emerging authors and often cultural and literary events, 

these stores play a fundamental role in the burgeoning of book culture. It is for no other 

reason that France has passed the so-called “anti-Amazon” law prohibiting stores from 
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offering free shipping on discounted books, as a way to support local booksellers.
177

 In the 

same sense, a number of countries have adopted fixed book resale prices in order to support 

more intimate, carefully curated, and diverse book businesses that can offer reading options 

that blockbuster bookstores cannot. 

When it comes to digital books, these stores face an obstacle that is not related to 

economies of scale: the foreclosure of the e-book market by the lack of interoperability in 

DRM schemes. In fact, in 2013, independent bookstores initiated a class action against 

Amazon and the then-“Big Six” publishers,
178

 alleging that their inability to sell e-books 

readable on the retailers’ reader devices harmed competition. The case, however, was 

riddled with inconsistencies such as claims that Amazon conspired with the publishers to 

foreclose the e-book market and misconceptions about technical issues regarding DRM, as 

well as failing to prove damages under antitrust law. 

 

5.2 Considerations Regarding Impacts on Access to Books 

As we have seen so far, the lack of interoperability in DRM schemes can cause 

significant competition restrictions in the e-book market that, in turn, can impact access to 

books. Each of these access restrictions can be considered insignificant if taken 

individually, but when combined, they call attention to the foreclosure of the e-book 

market. Even so, it is very likely that a competition-only analysis would still consider such 

circumstances harmless or compensated by eventual positive gains, such as efficiency, 

higher-quality products, and lower prices. This result occurs because antitrust law is 

worried about specific values and goals, which do not include other public policy matters 

such as valuing book culture and expanding literacy. However, these are goals that a policy 

maker should be attentive to when institutional design is involved. Although it is true that 

market concentration can bring positive effects in a number of industries, we should be 

more careful with the book industry. In this case, the prospect of having one or a few 

companies dominating production and distribution could give them more control over the 

exchange of ideas than any other private entity has ever had.
179

 

At this point, it should also be noted that the purpose of copyright is not to simply 

guarantee an economic return on investment necessary to the creation of intellectual assets. 
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The purpose of copyright protection is to promote progress, and to achieve this goal it is 

necessary to balance private and public interests, which calls for an analysis if its 

instruments respect the equilibrium between protection and access. Netanel’s conception of 

copyright as the foundation of the democratic civil society can be helpful in this analysis. 

According to Netanel, copyright has two functions: (1) a production function, as an 

“incentive for creative expression on a wide array of political, social and aesthetic issues,” 

and as a (2) structural function, by supporting “a sector of creative and communicative 

activity that is relatively free from reliance on state subsidy, elite patronage, and cultural 

hierarchy.”
180

 These functions can potentially strengthen the underpinnings of our 

democratic culture and promote civic association. However, as we have seen, the impacts 

of DRM on the e-book market currently compromise these functions by concentrating 

creative power in the hands of few big corporations who ultimately decide which e-books 

people are permitted to buy. In this sense, it is possible to say that DRM schemes, designed 

to guarantee through copyright protection that creative works continue to be produced, is 

actually restricting the access to such works.  

For these reasons, public policy should reevaluate the choice to grant DRM schemes 

such wide latitude in allowing substantial restrictions of authorized circumvention cases 

and granting copyright holders the power to determine the scope of protection without any 

limits. A reevaluation of DRM appears is critical in order to ensure that digital reading can 

flourish and spread its numerous benefits. 

 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have discussed how access to e-books, a powerful technology that 

holds a considerable potential to spread knowledge, has been undermined by government’s 

choice to emphasize private rights in information. In particular, extensive copyright 

protection through DRM schemes, which permit copyright holders to design themselves the 

limits of what can be done to artistic works, has resulted in a lack of interoperability in the 

e-book market. Consequently, a tendency towards market concentrated prevails, as impacts 

on network effects, barriers to entry, and switching costs arise. In short, “anti–

circumvention regulations are increasingly used in circumstances for which they were 

clearly not intended. Increasingly, DRM technologies and anti–circumvention regulations 
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are not only used to control content against unauthorized copying, but also to control 

markets against undesired competition.”
181

 

This situation can put booksellers in a privileged position to control information 

flow in the market, and, in some ways, it is already doing so. In particular, restrictions 

imposed on the sale of books based on publisher or content are extremely worrying when 

the reader is locked into an ecosystem. However, we cannot rely on antitrust policy to deal 

with all of the problems that arise from competition restrictions, since this instrument has 

its own goals and values. Instead, it is the role of legal scholars and policy makers to 

question if the tools designed to promote progress are being effective in doing so. If DRM 

protection as currently applied to the e-book market is moving the control of information 

and knowledge into the hands of big corporations, it is the law that must react and take 

action, for example, by limiting the protection in DRM schemes, encouraging the use of 

less intrusive copyright protection, or promoting interoperability in relevant industries.
182

 

In sum, books play a key role in promoting intellectual curiosity and democracy in 

general, and digital reading can help bring out its full potential. To achieve this potential, 

however, institutional design must be reexamined to favor an autonomous diffusion of 

information and culture. 
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